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syndrome
To the editors,

Unexplained cognitive deterioration and rapid regression with
disabling catatonic features have been described in young individ-
uals with Down Syndrome [1]. This regression with catatonic fea-
tures, often attributed to depression or early-onset Alzheimer's
disease, is under-recognised and there is no clear evidence-based
guideline for its optimal and safe management, leaving much
room for the development of alternative and safe strategies. Indeed,
although several usual antidepressant treatments seem to be effec-
tive in patients with Down Syndrome with depressive and cata-
tonic symptoms, they are often poorly tolerated (e.g., the
occurrence of drugs adverse effect is greater than in the general
population), not easily accessible (e.g., electroconvulsive therapy)
or not feasible (e.g., psychotherapy based on langage is not adap-
tated in patients with intellectual disabilities and langage diffi-
culties). Recently, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)
has been proposed as a safe strategy to decrease symptoms and
improve cognitive functioning in patients with numerous psychiat-
ric symptoms [2], including catatonia [3]. Here, we propose to
investigate for the first time the safety and the clinical efficacy of
add-on tDCS in patients with Down Syndrome presenting with
treatment-resistant depressive and catatonic symptoms.

After providing a written informed consent following a full and
fair description of the procedure to the patients and their legal rep-
resentatives (parents), two patients with Down Syndrome received
10 sessions of tDCS during a 14-day full-time hospitalization (two
sessions per day, 20 min, 2mA, ramp up/down 30 sec, fromMonday
to Friday, see [4]). The anode (7� 5 cm)was placed over the left and
the cathode (7� 5 cm) over the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
respectively (see [5]). The location of the electrodes was deter-
mined individually according to the Beam F3 algorithm [6]. The pa-
tients presented with regression and catatonic features, severe
treatment-resistant depressive symptoms with mutism, food
refusal, psychomotor impairments, loss of autonomy and insomnia
that led to full-time hospitalization. In both cases, several lines of
treatment combining selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRI), benzodiazepines and antipsychotics had been conducted
at effective doses without significative improvement or with
serious adverse events. Usual treatments combining aripiprazole
and SSRI remained unchanged for at least 8 weeks before tDCS in
both patients. Catatonic symptoms and cognitive functioning
were evaluated before, immediately after the 10 tDCS sessions,
and one month later using the Bush Francis Catatonia Rating Scale
(BFCRS) and the Severe Impairment Battery (SIB), respectively.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.brs.2022.04.012
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The first patient was a 22-year-old man with disabling depres-
sive and catatonic symptoms even under treatment (paroxetine
40 mg/day, aripiprazole 4 mg/d). After tDCS, catatonic symptoms
decreased by more than 50% (BFCRS from 14 to 6). The BFCRS
remained lower than at baseline at the 1-month follow-up
(BFCRS ¼ 11). An improvement in cognitive functioning was also
observed with a score at the SIB increasing from 24 at baseline to
29 after the 10 tDCS sessions and reaching 34 at one month
follow-up.

The second patient was a 27-year-old woman receivingmirtaza-
pine 30 mg/d combined with aripiprazole 2 mg/d. A significant
improvement in catatonic symptoms was also observed after the
10 sessions of tDCS (BFCRS from 12 to 7); the effect being greater
1 month after the end of the intervention (BFCRS ¼ 4). The cogni-
tive functioning evaluated by the SIB increased from 40 to 44 at
follow-up.

In both cases, tDCS allowed patients to leave the hospital, recov-
ered from depressive and catatonic symptoms and returned to
baseline functioning in their families. The treatment was well toler-
ated. Only transitory itching sensation and redness under the elec-
trode location were observed after the end of the sessions. A
transitory skin rash that disappeared within the first hour after
the end of the first stimulation session was observed in the first
patient.

Because of its effectiveness, low-cost, little to no evidence of
adverse effect including induced-seizure, easy accessibility and
the possibility of home-based administration, tDCS could be a suit-
able and generalizable approach to addressing the mental health
and psychiatric symptoms in patients with Down Syndrome.
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